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JTIP Unit IX: Trial Skills
Lesson 22, Opening Statement  (2.5 Hours)

BEFORE YOU BEGIN 

As trainers prepare for this Lesson, it is essential to read through the Coordinator and Trainer’s Guide. The 
Coordinator and Trainer’s Guide has important information, such as recommendations for facilitating sessions, 
strategies for using the Forensic Exercises, suggestions for organizing group work, tips for offering feedback 
to participants, and details about how this Lesson fits into the overall JTIP training. Also, it is important to 
note that this Lesson is written from a general, national perspective. Therefore, it is necessary for trainers to 
integrate local statutes, rules, and case law into the Lesson in advance and ensure that the Forensic Exercises 
and Handouts are adjusted as needed. If you have any questions or would like more information on this or 
other Lessons, please contact NJDC at (202) 452-0010.

Overarching Goal
Juvenile defender will understand the strategy and technique for developing and delivering a compelling and effective 
opening statement. 

Objectives
Juvenile defender will:

•	 Understand the impact of an opening statement on the fact-finder;  

•	 Identify and apply the law on opening statements; 

•	 Incorporate narratives, themes and storytelling to develop a compelling opening; and

•	 Practice strategies and techniques for delivering a compelling opening statement. 

Training Materials:
•	 Handout for Forensic Exercise: Preparing an Opening Statement
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Trainer’s Overview

Note To Trainer

Before beginning this training, it is critical that participants have a firm understanding of the 
definition and purpose of a defense theory and have practiced developing a defense theory. 
See Theory of the Case, Lesson 12.  The timeframes that follow presume that participants have 
already learned about defense theory and will not need a lengthy summary on that topic.

I.  Goals of an Opening Statement (5 minutes) 

•	 The trainer should help participants understand the important role an opening statement plays in a trial by 
engaging them in an interactive discussion about the goals of the opening. 

II. Preparing an Opening Statement (20 minutes)

•	 The trainer should provide the participants with tips and guidelines for preparing a compelling and effective 
opening statement. The tips will include guidance regarding:

A.  Language

B. Organization and Structure

C. Selecting Facts to Include in the Opening

III. Delivering an Opening Statement (5 minutes)

•	 The trainer should provide the participants with tips for a passionate and engaging delivery of the opening 
statement. The following topics will be covered:

A. Preparation

B. Tone

C. Body Language

D. Time

IV. Forensic Exercises: Opening Statement Preparation and Practice (2 hours)

•	 There are two Forensic Exercises in this lesson:

A. Preparing an Opening Statement

 ° The trainer should pass out the Handout for the Forensic Exercise and allow 15 minutes for participants to 
read the fact pattern and witness statement and begin to think about the corresponding questions.

 ° The trainer should then facilitate a group discussion of the questions posed in the Exercise handout, using 
the Discussion Points provided, to encourage the participants to consider the facts, law, and emotions 
needed to develop a defense theory that will guide the creation of their opening statement.

 ° The trainer may need to rename the offenses described in the Forensic Exercise handout, consistent with 
proper statutory offenses in the local jurisdiction.
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B. Delivering an Opening Statement

 ° The purpose of Forensic Exercise B is to allow participants to practice delivering the opening statement 
they began to develop in Forensic Exercise A. The time allotment for this exercise depends on the number 
of participants.  

 ° The trainer should then ask participants to take turns delivering their opening statements as the trainer 
plays the role of the judge.  This exercise works best in small groups where more participants will have the 
opportunity to deliver openings and facilitators will be able to provide substantive and direct feedback to 
more people.  However, depending on timing, the size of the group, the availability of space, and the num-
ber of facilitators present, the trainer may ask individuals to deliver an opening for the entire group instead.  
Regardless of how the participants are broken up, all participants should be given 5 minutes to organize an 
outline for the opening, even if not everyone will have time to present one.
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Trainer Notes
I. Goals of an Opening Statement

Note To Trainer

It is critical that participants have a firm understanding of the definition and purpose of a 
defense theory and have already practiced developing a defense theory.  If the training up 
to this point has not included a session on defense theory, the trainer will have to 
do a summary of defense theory prior to starting this lesson.  This will add extra time 
to the lesson, depending on the group’s familiarity with the concepts.  If the trainer needs to 
develop such a summary, look to the JTIP Lesson 12, Theory of the Case, as a guide. How-
ever, it is highly recommended that trainers conduct the full lesson on Theory of the 
Case prior to facilitating this lesson.  

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “Why do we want 
to deliver an opening statement at the start of a juvenile trial?  What goals do we accomplish 
with the opening?” The trainer should use the below Training Notes to guide the discussion.  

A. Give the fact-finder a way of rearranging the facts to make it clear that the client is not guilty.

•	 The presentation of facts is all about perspective. The prosecutor will arrange and present the facts like 
pieces of a puzzle that fit together to create a picture. It is the defender’s goal to take those same facts, 
plus any additional facts obtained during investigation, and rearrange them to create a different picture 
of innocence.

B. Convey the theory of defense through a narrative that clearly explains why the client is innocent.

•	 The opening statement should convince the fact-finder of the correctness of the defense theory.  

Practice Tip

The terms innocent and innocence are used in this context as a training guide. Defenders 
should use these terms very carefully and sparingly in their actual courtroom practice. It is 
the government’s burden to prove the youth’s guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, not the youth’s 
burden to prove “innocence.” Although the theory of the defense is in fact the client’s story of 
innocence or reduced culpability, the theory is usually conveyed to the court without the use of 
those specific words. 

C. Give the fact-finder a reason to doubt or be skeptical of the government’s evidence.   

D. Provide the fact-finder with a brief overview of the evidence that will support the defense’s theory of the case.

•	 Note About the Timing and Waiver of Opening Statements: As a general rule, the defender should 
give an opening and give it at the first opportunity. In some jurisdictions, it is common to waive the 
opening statement. However, the defender should resist this practice and only waive the opening state-
ment when there is an articulable and unequivocal strategic reason to do so. Likewise, the defender 
should rarely reserve opening until later in the case.
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II. Preparing an Opening Statement 

A. Language

•	 In a bench trial, the opening statement should rarely contain legal principles. Legal principles do not 
persuade; stories persuade.

•	 The opening statement should clearly convey the defense theory of the case, state the theory early 
and start off punchy.

 ° The defense theory should be in the first paragraph of the opening statement, followed by the facts 
that support it. The theory and its supporting facts tell the client’s story. The defender must tell the 
fact-finder why their client is innocent.

 ° NOTE: If you are afraid of your theory, you need a new theory.  

Practice Tip

The defense theory is often a paragraph of three to five sentences that describe the legal, 
factual, and emotional reasons why the client is innocent of the offense charged. The theory is 
the defender’s guide for every decision to be made during trial. The theory is not intended to be 
incorporated word-for-word into the opening statement, but rather to be conveyed to the fact-
finder through a persuasive story delivered in opening.    

•	 After stating the defense theory, the defender should then selectively present the evidence that sup-
ports the theory.  

Note To Trainer More tips for selecting facts to include in the opening will be discussed below.   

•	 Sentence structure: the evidence should be affirmatively characterized.

Note To Trainer

The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking them to decide 
which of the following statements sounds better: “The government can’t prove that the respon-
dent was there.” OR “The respondent wasn’t in the school when the computer was stolen.” 
(NOTE: This sentence characterizes the evidence affirmatively.) Another example: “Your Honor, 
the government has no fingerprints from the container.” (negative) versus “Your Honor, Jason’s 
fingerprints were not on the container.” (affirmative)

•	 The language of the opening should be emotionally compelling. 

 ° The purpose of the opening statement is to convey the client’s story of innocence or reduced culpa-
bility to the fact-finder. The defender should use words that create a vivid picture in the mind of the 
fact-finder as well as words that describe emotions to effectively tell the client’s story.  

 ° For example:  “Johnny was scared” is much less persuasive than “Johnny could feel his heart racing. 
He felt the knot rise up in his throat and hands began to sweat. His stomach suddenly felt like a rock 
as he saw the school bully running towards him.” 
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•	 The defender should keep the language simple.

 ° Do not use legal jargon and fancy words (e.g., the suspect “alighted” from the vehicle). Abstractly 
picking at the government’s evidence, especially with jargon-laden terms, is not effective persuasion 
and will not advance the defender’s theory in opening.

a. For instance: “Hearsay, conjecture, circumstantial evidence. Evidence that on the surface would 
appear to have some substance but on closer inspection is wrought with inconsistencies…” is 
probably not that effective.

 ° Use simple nouns and verbs in the present tense. Use concrete examples rather than abstract 
principles.

a. For instance: “At first glace, the State’s evidence may seem strong.  But as we look closer,  
three big problems emerge.  First, you’ll learn that ...” is likely more effective, because it’s clear 
and simple.

•	 The defender should not refer to a client as “the defendant” or “the respondent” because that can be 
dehumanizing or impersonal. Our client is a human being with an identity, not an object.  

 ° The defender should refer to his or her client by name (e.g., Mr. Harmon). If the client is a young 
child, or the defender wants to give the illusion of a young child, the client should be referred to 
by his or her first name (e.g., Teddy). Trainers should note, however, that using first names may be 
prohibited by rules in some jurisdictions or by specific judges. 

 ° However, there are many times when the defender needs to differentiate between his or her client 
and the real suspect, perpetrator, or offender in the case. In that circumstance, the defender should 
use the terms “suspect” or “perpetrator” to make it clear that person is different from the client.

•	 Word choices should be carefully made when preparing the opening statement.

 ° Alliterations and Triples, if not overdone, can be effective in opening. The repetition of a series of 
sounds, words, and/or phrases in a trilogy, especially as a theme, is often effective. (However, the 
defender should avoid sounding too cliché in front of a judge.)

 ° For example:

a. “Johnny is a big, bad bully.”  

b. “Susie was abandoned, adopted, and then abused.”

c. “Johnny didn’t sell any drugs; he didn’t drop any drugs; he didn’t possess any drugs.”

d. “Blue, Black, and Brown. That’s it. The complaining witness could only describe colors – the 
colors of the suspect’s clothing.”   

 ° Rhetorical Questions can be effective as long as the defender actually answers them. It is too 
risky to leave the questions unanswered for the fact-finder’s speculation.
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 ° Clichés should be avoided unless perfectly placed and unimpeachable.  

a. For example, a cliché like: “My client was in the wrong place at the wrong time” can be very 
dangerous. The prosecutor may counter this cliché with the argument that “two wrongs do not 
make a right.”  

B. Organization and Structure

•	 Introduction

 ° The defender should place a premium on the very beginning of the opening statement. The introduction 
should be strong and powerful and get right to the theory. The defender should not begin an opening 
statement with formalities (e.g., “May it please the Court”) or by discussing procedural issues.

 ° Primacy explains why openings are so important and why they have a profound effect.

 ° The introduction should state a short, pithy theme for the entire case. In other words, the defense 
theory should be distilled into a short, concise, and memorable theme that can be referred to 
throughout the case.

a. Example: “Kenny didn’t attack anyone; he was fighting for his life.”

•	 Body

 ° The body of the opening should contain the defense narrative of the case theory, facts, and law, 
where appropriate.

 ° The defender should succinctly state the defense version of what happened. The defender should 
be very careful not to take on the burden of proof (i.e., by saying “the respondent will prove or 
show…”) and not to explicitly promise his or her client’s testimony.

 ° The order of the content is critical.  The defender should not simply recite the facts, evidence, and 
witnesses in the order in which they will likely be introduced at trial.

a. One structure is to group the different types of evidence, such as:

i. Physical evidence

 » “Your Honor will see physical evidence in this case. Physical evidence that doesn’t lie, 
doesn’t change, and doesn’t have a motive to curry favor with the government.”

 » “How will you know he wasn’t selling drugs? You’ll know when you see there is no physi-
cal evidence to support the claim. No drugs. No pager. No money. Jason wasn’t selling 
drugs.”

ii. Medical evidence

 » “Then there is the medical evidence. The medical evidence that will show it did not hap-
pen the way the complainant will tell you it happened.”

iii. Behavior of complainant

 » “How will you know it was self-defense? You’ll know when you hear testimony from three 
eyewitnesses, each of whom will tell you that the complaining witness approached Jason 
with a knife.”
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iv. Behavior of untrustworthiness of government witnesses

 » “You’ll know the complainant initiated this fight when you learn that the complaining wit-
ness has a reputation for violence.”

 » “You’ll know the complainant is not truthful when you learn [insert supporting informa-
tion/fact].”

Note To Trainer

The trainer should explain that this organizing principle is one of the ways the defender can 
make the opening an argument while keeping it neutral in form.  It also forces the fact-finder to 
see the evidence in a different light than that presented by the government, since the govern-
ment usually organizes an opening as a chronological story.

•	 Conclusion 

 ° The defender should explicitly tell the fact-finder what he or she wants him or her to do (i.e., find 
client not guilty).

C. Selecting Facts to Include in the Opening  

Note To Trainer
As discussed above, the trainer should spend more time helping the participants understand 
which facts to include in the opening and which facts to save for closing arguments. The defender 
should select the facts to include in the opening with care. This is an important strategy decision.

Four General Tips regarding selecting facts to include in an opening:

•	 The defender should not include every fact, witness, or piece of evidence he or she hopes to elicit at 
trial, but should be selective about what to discuss in the opening. 

•	 The defender should not explicitly promise the client’s testimony. If the government has not met its 
burden at the end of its case in chief, the client will not need to testify.

•	 The defender should rarely use the names of witnesses from whom the fact-finder will hear. If names 
are given, the defender should be in a solid position to produce those witnesses. The defender should 
not offer what he or she cannot produce at trial.

•	 In closing argument, the defender should be able to refer back to facts he or she referred to in the opening.

Framework for Selecting Opening Statement Facts:

•	 The defender should list every reason the fact-finder should believe the defendant’s version of what 
happened and every reason the fact-finder should not believe the government’s version. The defender 
should then decide, one by one, which facts to include in the opening.  

•	 The defender should be careful about how much the opening statement should reveal at this point. This 
is not to say that the defender should hide the defense theory. The defender must convey his or her 
theory. Nonetheless, careful consideration should be given to what facts the defender presents to the 
government and to the fact-finder in the opening to support his or her theory. The government’s knowl-
edge is an important consideration here.  
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•	 Principles to guide the selection process:

 ° The defender should not reveal anything the government can fix or correct during trial.

 ° The defender should not include anything he or she is not sure he or she can get admitted  
into evidence.

a. Therefore, the defender must know the law, the rules of evidence, and the facts.

 ° The defender should not include anything that depends on the government bringing in certain evidence.

a. Example: Evidence obtainable only from a government witness that the government may not call 
and that the defender does not intend to call in the defense’s case in chief.  

 ° The defender should not include anything the defender is not sure he or she needs or wants.

a. Example: Client’s testimony

 ° The defender should select facts that point out the weaknesses in the government’s case that the 
government cannot fix.  

a. For example, facts that show:

i. The government witnesses are not credible because of prior inconsistent statements (assum-
ing that the prior inconsistent statement is locked in, e.g., in a written witness statement or 
video statement).

ii. The government witnesses are snitches.

iii. The government witnesses have their own concerns to protect.

iv. The physical evidence does not support what the government claims.

 ° The defender may not want to reveal everything in an opening statement, as there is some value 
to letting the fact-finder “discover” things on his or her own as the defender elicits evidence during 
cross-examination.  

III. Delivering an Opening Statement

A. Preparation 

•	 The defender is rarely able to deliver an effective opening with little or no advance preparation.

•	 The opening statement needs to sound contemporaneous and off the cuff, although the defender should 
write it out beforehand.

•	 Thus, the content of the opening should be prepared in advance, with special attention paid to language 
selected for its clarity or impact, but the opening should not be read word for word.

Practice Tip

Some attorneys prefer to memorize an opening.  This can make eye contact with the fact-finder 
easier and allows those who are natural performers to “feel” the moment.  Other attorneys find 
that when they deliver a memorized opening statement, it comes off robotic and staccato.  It is 
important for defenders to learn what delivery style they are comfortable with.
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B. Tone

•	 The defender’s body language and tone should allow the judge to trust and believe the defender.

•	 The defender should make eye contact with the judge.

•	 The defender should adjust to the judge’s feedback. The defender should watch the judge during opening 
to see where the judge is likely to be skeptical or supportive. Of course, there are limits to how much the 
defender should adjust. The defender should not give up on his or her case whenever the judge seems 
bored, uninterested, or skeptical.  Recognizing those hurdles early on, however, can be very useful.

C. Body Language

•	 The defender should engage the client during the opening statement.  

 ° For example: Placing a hand on the client’s shoulder as the defender refers to him or her.  

•	 The defender should not pace, but may want to move strategically between sections of the opening 
for emphasis. For example, the defender may want to step forward slightly to get the judge’s attention 
when he or she moves to a new section of the opening.

D. Time

•	 The defender should have a brief opening. In most bench trials, the opening should last anywhere from 
two to five minutes, unless the case involves very serious charges.

•	 More complicated cases may require more time, but the defender should err on the side of a shorter 
opening, especially when the fact-finder is a judge.  
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FACT PATTERN 
Jonathan Lopez

IV. Forensic Exercises

Forensic Exercise A: Preparing an Opening Statement

Note To Trainer

The trainer should distribute the Handout “Forensic Exercise: Preparing an Opening State-
ment” and allow 15 minutes for participants to read the fact pattern and witness statement 
and begin to think about the corresponding questions.

After everyone has had time to absorb the material, the trainer should facilitate a discussion 
of the questions posed in the handout, using the Discussion Points that follow, and encour-
age the participants to consider the facts, law, and emotions needed to develop a defense 
theory that will guide the creation of their opening statement.

The trainer may need to rename the offenses described in the Forensic Exercise Handout, 
consistent with proper statutory offenses of the local jurisdiction.

Please read the following fact pattern and witness statement and answer the following questions:

1. What facts are critical in developing your defense theory?

a. What bad facts must you deal with?

b. What facts are helpful to you? Why?

2. What theory are you going to go with and what legal elements are involved in your defense theory?

3. What emotions do you want your theory to address:

a. For Jonathan?

b. For Sabrina Williams?

c. For Coach Sylvester?

d. For any other witness(es)?

4. What topics or chapters should you cover in your opening statement? In what order should you cover them?

5. What theme or themes come to mind as you develop your defense theory?

6. What “punchy” sentence might you use as your “hook” to begin your opening statement?

Your client, Jonathan Lopez, is charged with Aggravated 
Assault, First-degree Sexual Abuse (Rape) and Unlaw-
ful Entry/Trespassing. The prosecution alleges that on 
April 3, YR-0, Jonathan entered school grounds after he 

was lawfully suspended, where he assaulted and raped 
Sabrina Williams. According to the police report, Officer 
Martin and his partner responded to a call from a school 
counselor on April 24, YR-0 who said a student (Sabrina) 
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had just reported a sexual assault. When the officers 
arrived, they noticed that Sabrina had a fading bruise 
on her face. Sabrina told the officers that three weeks 
earlier, she and Jonathan had snuck into the boys’ locker 
room to get some stuff from Jonathan’s locker. They got 
into a violent argument. Jonathan pushed her to the 
floor and raped her. The officers contacted the prosecut-
ing attorney’s office, which sent a lawyer and investiga-
tor to take a statement from Sabrina, which you received 
in discovery. You also received a copy of a disciplinary 
report prepared by Coach Sylvester (below). Officer 
Martin and a probation officer interviewed Jonathan 
at the detention center, where he was being detained 
on a drug charge. When he was informed of Sabrina’s 
accusations, he said, “I was selling drugs, but I didn’t 
rape her.”

Jonathan told you that he and Sabrina did have sex in 
the boys’ locker room on the day he was suspended, but 
it was consensual. He said that they had been sexually 
active with each other for several months. Jonathan also 
told you the following:

He got suspended from school on April 3 for three days, 
for fighting with a former friend, Mark. Mark used to be 
his “main man” until Jonathan began dating Mark’s ex-
girlfriend, Sabrina (the complaining witness in this case). 
Jonathan says that the Principal probably would have 
left his punishment at a one-day suspension, because 
he had never been in trouble before these issues with 
Mark, but the Principal probably felt like he had to give 
Jonathan three days to satisfy Coach Sylvester, who has 
a reputation for being hard on his players. Coach Sylves-
ter was very upset with Jonathan and banned him from 
playing in the next two football games of the season.

Jonathan says that after the Principal told him that he 
was suspended, Jonathan left the office and headed 
to the main exit. On his way out, the assistant football 
coach, Coach Hamline, stopped Jonathan and told him 
to clear out his locker after classes were over that day. 
This was standard procedure for students who were 

not allowed to play in multiple games. Jonathan did not 
acknowledge the assistant coach. While Jonathan was 
at home, he remembered that he had left his asthma 
medication in his football locker and decided to go back 
to school to get it in case he had an asthma attack. 
Jonathan texted his girlfriend, Sabrina, and told her 
to meet him at the school and help him sneak into the 
locker room.

Jonathan says that he then asked Sabrina to meet him 
outside the boys’ locker room so she could act as a 
lookout. They started arguing, then making up, and one 
thing led to another. Afterwards, she started crying, 
saying that Jonathan was just using her for sex and did 
not really love her. Jonathan said he was tired of her 
games, and since football practice was almost over and 
he was not supposed to be on school property, he left 
her in the locker room and went home. He said that ever 
since that day, Sabrina has been moody, and so he just 
left her alone and hung out with his friends. About a 
week later, she accused him of dealing drugs at school 
(those charges were ultimately dismissed). He believes 
Sabrina made up the drug charges because she decided 
to get back with Mark, who in fact deals drugs at school. 
He thinks Sabrina accused him of rape because when 
he was being held in detention on the drug charge, he 
told some guys in detail about having sex with her in the 
locker room and other places. He believes that they must 
have passed the information around school when they 
got out. He could not believe it when officers came to 
the detention center and told him about Sabrina’s latest 
accusation. He repeated that Sabrina initiated the sex, 
and it definitely was not rape.  

When asked if anyone saw him in the locker room, 
Jonathan said that after he had been in the locker room 
for about five minutes, he heard someone come in, but 
did not see who it was. He heard someone else come 
in and talk about an injury, and then both people left. 
Sabrina was hiding in a corner at that time. He also said 
that Coach Hamline came in once or twice while he and 
Sabrina were arguing and told them to take it easy.
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Statement of Complaining Witness (Sabrina Williams) 

This is the statement of Sabrina Williams, 16 years 
old, residing at 1400 Pacific Avenue, taken on April 24, 
YR-0 by Prosecuting Attorney Georgia Michael and her 
investigative partner, Thea Edge. 

Jonathan Lopez and I been going out for like six months, 
the longest relationship I ever had. He got suspended 
from school like two or three weeks ago and decided to 
come back to school in the afternoon. He asked me to 
meet him outside the boys’ locker room so I could keep 
an eye out while he went to get something out of his 
locker. I was really just trying to help him out, so I stood 
by the back entrance to the field to keep an eye out for 
the Coach or other students. 

I started yelling at Jonathan to hurry up ‘cause I could 
hear someone coming into the locker room. He started 
yelling at me to shut up, and that I could never keep 
my mouth shut cause I was always hollering. I started 
yelling back at him that he was good for nothing and 
that he was the suspended one and I was just trying to 
do him a favor. He stopped diggin’ through the locker 
and approached me where I was standing by the door. 

He started raising his hands at me like he was gonna 
hit me. I heard the door open and Coach Hamline, the 
assistant coach for the football team, walked in. He 
and Jonathan are real cool, and when he saw us argu-
ing, he didn’t say nothing. Just told us to take it easy. 
He went into his office, and I think he saw Jonathan 
shove me. About 10 minutes later, Coach came out of 
his office and told me and Jonathan to go home before 
we got into trouble. 

Then Jonathan climbed on top of me and held me down, 
and put his hand over my mouth to get me to shut up. He 
lifted up my skirt and did what he did. I tried to say no 
but he still had his hand over my mouth, plus there was 
no one in the locker room to help me. 

I wanted to tell Coach, but I did not think he would be-
lieve me. I told my girlfriend Janet about it, and she told 
me to tell the school counselor, which I finally did. 

I have read this statement and have been given an op-
portunity to make any and all corrections that I would 
like to make. The statement is true and correct. 
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DISCIPLINARY REFERRAL FORM

STUDENT
Jonathan Lopez

EAST HIGH SCHOOL  
DISCIPLINARY REFERRAL

DATE OF INCIDENT
April 3, YR-0

TIME
Tuesday  
afternoon,  
after 
classes

CLASS – GRADE
10

DATE
April 26, YR-0

LOCATION
Boys Locker Room

SUBJECT: Trespass TEACHER
George Sylvester

NOTICE TO PARENTS:
1. The purpose of this report is to inform you of a disciplinary incident involving the student
2.  You are urged to appreciate the action taken by the incident and to cooperate with the corrective 

action initiated today.

REASON (S) FOR REFERRAL:

☐ Cutting Class ☐ Lack of Class Materials ☐ Restless, Inattentive
☐ Excessive Tardiness ☐ Lack of Cooperation ☐ Excessive Talking
☐ Annoying to Classmates ☐ Rude, Discourteous ☐ Mischief
☐ Destructive to School Property x  Trespass____________________

ACTIONS TAKEN PRIOR TO REFERRAL

☐ Checked Student’s Folder ☐ Detained Student After School ☐ Held Conference with Parent
☐ Held Conference with Student ☐ Changed Student’s Seat ☐ Sent Previous Report Home
☐ Consulted Counselor ☐ Telephoned Parent ☐ __________________________

PRESENT ACTION AND RECOMMENDATION (S)

☐ Student Regrets Incident, Cooperative ☐ Student Placed on Probation ☐ Student Will Make Up Time
☐ Recurring Incidents Will Be Reported x  Student Suspended ☐ Case Referred To ____________
☐ __________________________________________________________________________________________

On Tuesday morning, April 3, Principal Henry informed Jonathan Lopez that he was suspended for three days. On Tuesday 
afternoon, after all classes were over, I was in the school’s gym, working with the football team on some warm-up exercises. 
I was walking to my office, which is in the boys’ locker room, when I saw Jonathan Lopez opening a locker in the back of 
the locker room. At that moment, one of the players came running into the room to say that one of the boys on the field had 
been hurt, so I ran out of the room and could not do anything regarding Mr. Lopez’s presence at that moment. As soon as the 
hurt player was safe, I informed Principal Henry about Mr. Lopez. About 45 minutes after I saw Mr. Lopez, the Principal 
and I went to the locker room to look for him. When the Principal and I went to the locker room, we did not find Mr. Lopez. 
We did see a girl in the locker room, but when we called out to her, she ran out the doors.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

                                              George Sylvester                     __________________________________ 
                                       Administrator’s Signature                                              Title
   WHITE – PARENT’S COPY                                CANARY – TEACHER’S COPY                                  PINK - OFFICE

Assume for this exercise that the main prosecution witnesses are Sabrina and Coach Sylvester. Coach Hamline is not avail-
able to testify because he is overseas. You do not know if Jonathan will testify.  
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Note To Trainer

There are a number of different possible theories of defense.  Start by asking the 
participants to identify them.  Then, the trainer should guide participants in a discus-
sion that considers all possible facts that advance each defense theory, asking them to 
identify when a fact helps one theory, but perhaps is unhelpful or harmful to another. 
Examples of facts that you may want to discuss are listed here.

A. Delay in reporting

•	 Had the opportunity to tell Coach immediately afterwards

•	 Had opportunities to tell others in the intervening three weeks

•	 No medical examination to confirm allegations

•	 Reported after Jonathan told other guys about his sexual encounters with Sabrina

•	 Would be relevant to multiple theories (consent/no sexual contact)

B. Prior relationship between Sabrina and Jonathan

•	 Had been involved with each other for six months

•	 Had engaged in consensual sex in the past

•	 Sabrina felt used by Jonathan

•	 Sabrina voluntarily met Jonathan at school

•	 Would be relevant to multiple theories (consent/no sexual contact) 

C. Sabrina has falsely accused Jonathan in the past (drug charges)

D. Sabrina did not scream, shout, or call for help

E. No one heard screams or shouts

F. Sabrina did not ask Coach Hamline for help when he came in

•	 The fact that Coach Hamline is not available does not mean that the defender should neces-
sarily avoid previewing and later eliciting facts related to Hamline that help advance the case. 
However, if the defender is either uncertain as to whether he or she will or can elicit these 
facts, he or she should avoid mentioning them in opening. This same rule applies to informa-
tion obtained from the client: that which can be expected to be elicited from someone else can 
be previewed in opening, even if the defender is not sure whether the client will testify. Any 
facts that must come directly from Jonathan should be left out.

G. Girl/Sabrina ran when Coach and Principal called out to her

EXERCISE A – DISCUSSION POINTS
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H. Trespass facts

•	 Standard practice to clean out locker after suspended from games

•	 Jonathan thought he had to wait until after school or had permission (based on assistant 
coach’s instruction)

•	 Needed to get asthma medication

•	 Suspension had not started yet

I. Coach’s identification of Jonathan is questionable because

•	 Coach was angry at Jonathan

•	 Coach was distracted

•	 Principal did not see Jonathan

J. Coach did not sign/submit disciplinary form until after Sabrina reported the rape

•	 Jonathan was not suspended or disciplined for this alleged trespass

Note To Trainer

As the participants prepare to outline their opening statements, the trainer should 
stress the importance of picking one theory, rather than attempting to present alter-
nate theories (e.g. he wasn’t there, but even if he was, they didn’t have sex and if they 
did, it was consensual). The facts the defender previews in opening should support the 
theory he or she has chosen. As the trainer guides the participants in their preparation 
of an opening statement, the trainer should ask the participants to identify which of 
the above points should be included in the opening statement and which points should 
be saved for the closing argument.  Some examples of what to include and leave out 
are listed here. 

Include in opening

•	 Sabrina and Jonathan had been dating for six months, but things started going poorly.

Save for closing

•	 Sabrina and Jonathan had been engaged in a sexual relationship for several months.

•	 She felt used by Jonathan.  

•	 Other biases

•	 Defender is more likely to get an honest response from Sabrina on the stand if it is unexpected 
by her or the government.
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Include in opening

•	 Mention that Sabrina had the opportunity to report the alleged rape immediately afterwards to 
an adult, but instead waited three weeks.

Save for closing

•	 Sabrina did not have a medical examination performed to corroborate her claims, because she 
knew that it would, in fact, disprove her allegations. (You don’t want the government to think 
about how to explain this away, although it is likely they will be thinking about it.) 

Include in opening or closing?

•	 The fact that boys at school were talking about her sexual encounters with Jonathan embar-
rassed/angered Sabrina and provided a reason for her to make this up. The pro is that it will 
give the judge a reason to mistrust her testimony; the con is that it will preview this for the 
government or witness and make it easier to deny. Having an independent witness available to 
testify to this fact in the event Jonathan did not testify would tip this in favor of discussing it 
in opening.

Include in opening

•	 It was standard practice for football players to clean out their lockers when suspended 
from games.

Save for closing

•	 Coach Hamline told Jonathan to clean out his locker at the end of the day/it was typical for 
Coach Hamline to tell players to clean out lockers when they were suspended. (You don’t want 
the government to prepare Coach Sylvester to resist this; you’re more likely to get an honest 
answer if you save it for closing.)

Include in opening

•	 Coach Sylvester never saw Jonathan and Sabrina together.

Save for closing

•	 Give the various reasons why Coach might have been mistaken in thinking Jonathan was the 
person he saw in the back of the locker room (distance, brevity, distracted by player injury, 
Jonathan was on his mind since he was just suspended, etc.). You do not want to give the 
government or witness the opportunity to avoid or fix facts.
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Forensic Exercise B: Delivering an Opening Statement 

Note To Trainer

The purpose of Forensic Exercise B is to allow participants to practice delivering the open-
ing statement they developed in Forensic Exercise A. The time allotment for this exercise 
depends on the number of participants.  The trainer should ask participants to take turns 
delivering their opening statements while the trainer plays the role of the judge.  

This exercise works best in small groups where more participants will have the opportunity 
to deliver opening statements and facilitators will be able to provide more substantive and 
directed feedback.  Depending on timing, the size of the group, the availability of space, and 
the number of facilitators present, however, the trainer may ask individuals to deliver an 
opening for the entire group instead.  

Regardless of how the exercise is broken up, all participants should be given 5 minutes to 
organize an outline for the opening, even if they do not have time to present one.  Keeping 
to the timing outlined in the Training Notes, each participant’s opening should be between 2 
and 5 minutes, with a few minutes of feedback from the facilitator following each opening 
statement. Tips and suggestions on trainer feedback are provided in the Discussion Points 
that follow.
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Tips and Suggestions for Feedback to the Participants

Participants should deliver a clear, vivid story that paints a picture in the listener’s mind and conveys the 
intended image and information. The opening statements should be fact-driven.  

•	 The trainer should help the participants avoid argument by sticking to the facts.

•	 The trainer should help the participants avoid getting bogged down in details and/or promising 
too much.

•	 The trainer should re-direct any participant who talks about legal principles (e.g., presumption 
of innocence) or procedural topics in his or her opening statement.  

•	 The trainer should also notice and provide coaching on the participants’ physical delivery of 
the opening statement, including tone and body language.  

•	 It is also important that the trainer encourage the participants to deliver their opening state-
ments without the use of notes.  

•	 Similarly, the trainer should be attentive to nervous habits that the participants may display, 
such as holding a pen, twisting a ring or pacing.  

•	 Particular feedback should be given to participants demonstrating these habits to raise 
their awareness.

EXERCISE B – DISCUSSION POINTS
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